
Mass Ride: GUIDANCE TO RIDERS 
 
 

We hope you are excited as us at taking over the streets of Winchester again for an 
hour or two to demonstrate the diversity and size of our cycling community and 
the pleasure of cycling when we are in the majority on the streets. 
 
MAKING THE RIDE AS SAFE, SMOOTH AND FUN AS POSSIBLE 
 

COVID: sadly, due to the current high rates of Covid, we will not be organising the usual 
gathering for refreshments in Abbey Gardens afterwards. The ride is outside so inherently 
low risk but please take appropriate care to give people space (although we do want to be 
a reasonably compact group), wear a mask if you wish and be respectful of other riders. 

 
• The feeder rides will aim to coincide their arrival in Winchester as closely as possible and 

merge by filling the left-hand lane above the Sports Centre traffic lights on North Walls.  
Once assembled the mass ride will occupy a complete lane of the one-way system as a single 
tight group, probably splitting to two or three distinct groups by the end of the procession 
due to traffic lights and other road situations. 
  

• Each ride will have at least three marshals. They will decide when and how the group 
moves, define the front and rear of the group, keep the ride moving at an appropriate pace, 
negotiate junctions in an orderly fashion and so on. They are very experienced riders but 
they can’t be responsible for every individual.  
Many of you will be similarly experienced and hopefully you will all play your part in 
protecting and encouraging younger or less experienced cyclists. 
 

• For safety, minimum disruption and maximum visibility we want to make every effort to 
keep the ride as a single cohesive group without traffic getting caught up in-between. 
 
 - young riders should form a group at the front of the ride with their responsible adult(s) - 

we want young riders to be the vanguard, the face and future of cycling; 
 - slow/tired riders can exit the ride when it first reaches King Alfred’s Statue or use 

Parchment Street as a short-cut on the loop of the one-way system; 
 - all riders should try to keep together to prevent cars filling any gaps;  
 - all riders should be ready to move off promptly when traffic lights change. 

  

• If the ride gets split at any time, around the loops or riding into the city, the rear group 
should continue as a single unit rather than getting stretched out trying to catch up the front 
group. Marshals will split between the groups. At some point, if safe, the front group will 
pause to reconnect or, at worst, especially if close to completion the two groups will continue 
to the finish separately. 

 
The Mass Ride finishes on the Broadway after one loop of the city centre. 
Riders should aim to disperse reasonably quickly to avoid congestion. 
 
If you are able to, instead of finishing at the Broadway, join the Charter Ride which 
continues immediately back onto Eastgate Street and then up to the HCC offices, via 
Jewry Street. Once gathered at the Hampshire Hog there will be a photo-opportunity 
whilst the Winchester Cycling Charter and its current signatories are proclaimed –to the 
accompaniment of bells, horns and loud cheers we hope! 



THE MASS RIDE PHILOSOPHY 
 

• The mass ride is organised as far as possible to be an informal, community affair: a lot 
of cyclists doing what they like to do and are lawfully able to do – albeit, all at the 
same time. It is meant to be a fun and sociable celebration of cycling and a chance to 
demonstrate to others - and remind ourselves - what a large, diverse crowd we are. 
 

• In that sense it is not an ‘event’, something occasional and special where roads are 
closed, signs put up and the police are involved. We could Mass Ride any Saturday. 
 

• As usual we have informed the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) at WCC and explained 
our general approach to managing the ride which has always been approved. 
 

• It is important that we obey traffic lights and we have no explicit right to block traffic.  
On the other hand, most of us when out with young cyclists or a larger group will 
occasionally at difficult crossings position our bikes as a shield to protect the tail of a 
group across a busy road. It is done with discretion, presuming on the good nature of 
motorists for a moment and always with a clear wave of thanks afterwards. This is 
the spirit of the Mass Ride which the marshals will be aiming to implement and 
which you can help to support, especially around the inner-city loops. 
 

• As a courtesy, we have informed the bus companies about the ride and made clear 
that we see buses and cyclists as being on the same side - both part of the solution to 
polluted and congested streets. 
 

• The ride is not anti-car and we don’t want to deliberately create disruption or 
annoyance. However there will always be drivers who shout or hoot their horn 
whatever the situation and we will just ignore them. Our approach should be quietly 
determined but unfailingly good-humoured. We have every right to be on the road 
and would be causing far more disruption had we all driven into town. 
 

• Of course, the Mass Ride does have an element of protest. We are tired of being 
poorly served by the road systems, by the priority given to motorists and by the way 
some people drive. Until Winchester is ‘Better By Bike’ we are going to be a bit 
assertive for an hour or so in order to make it that way: a taste of things to come! 

 
 
The Mass Ride Team 
 
 

PS The ride will go ahead unless there is extreme weather or a major incident in which 
case there will be a notice on our webpage and on social media by 8am on the day. 


